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On-premise graph intelligence platform for threats detection and
investigation
Why Linkurious Enterprise?

Advantages

Fighting threats, from fraud, money-laundering, criminal activities and
cyber-attacks has become a data-driven job. But scattered information
and massive datasets make traditional detection and investigation
approaches obsolete. Organizations need a faster, simpler and more
effective solution to address those threats.

•

Faster investigations

•

Detect sophisticated threats

•

Stay ahead of adversaries

Linkurious helps government agencies and Global 2000 companies,
from the French Ministry of Finances, Zurich Insurance and the

Requirements

New York State Attorney General, find insights hidden in complex
connected data thanks to an intuitive graph intelligence platform.

Making your data your best asset against threats

•

Linux, Mac OS, Windows

•

Chrome 23+, Firefox 17+,
Internet Explorer 10+

•

AllegroGraph, Datastax,
JanusGraph, Neo4j, Stardog

Linkurious Enterprise uses graph technology and data visualization
to turn complex datasets into interactive visual networks. The
platform connects to your data sources and enables investigators
to seamlessly navigate across billions of entities and relationships.
The result is a new ability to detect suspicious relationships without
juggling with queries or tables.

“Linkurious Enterprise was the
best solution to uncover persons
of interest and potential stories
in a short timeframe during the
Panama Papers investigations.”
Mar Cabra, head of the Data and Research
Unit, ICIJ
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“We’ve divided by ten the processing
time to identify fraud rings with
Linkurious Enterprise. It helps us a
great deal to detect wrongdoings such
as fraud rings and identity theft fraud.”
Alexandre Dressayre, Compliance Officer,
BforBank

What you get
A seamless view of heterogeneous data
Linkurious Enterprise ships with built-in support for the leading graph and RDF databases, letting
you gather your data sources into a unified picture. You get a comprehensive view of your entities,
eliminating the blindspots created by silos and traditional tools.

Investigations made easy
The interactive visualization interface of Linkurious Enterprise offers an easy way to investigate complex
connected data. Search for specific entities, expand connections to uncover hidden relationships and
apply layouts of your choice to untangle complex networks.

Connecting the dots
With advanced graph and pattern analytics capabilities, Linkurious Enterprise detects sophisticated
threats across billions of entities and relationships in real time. Set tailored rules to identify patterns of
interest and save time by singling out high-priority alerts.

Try a free online demo at
www.demo.linkurio.us
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